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The fifth generation of the best-selling Concert Club series, with more models and higher

power capacity.

The Acclaimed Concert Club Series Advances to Mark V

Developed and manufactured in the United States, the Concert Club series speakers have earned acclaim around

the world. The new Mark V series represents a complete redesign of the previous Concert Club IV lineup,

introducing three front-of-house models, three subwoofers, and three monitor models. While maintaining the

superb portability and ease of placement that characterized previous generations, as well as the same design

concept and stunning sound, the Mark V series represents a new level of performance overall. Club V

loudspeakers with the C prefix are finished with a heavy-duty elastomer spray coating. Designed as an installation

alternative to the carpeted S versions, they are an excellent match for any décor. The finish is very tough, and can

be repainted to match any interior. The steel grilles are foam-lined with acoustically transparent material to provide

a more unobtrusive appearance.

• 15" cast frame driver

• Efficient bass-reflex design

• Integral socket for main speaker mounting

• Solid response down to 35Hz

Features
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Features

Comprehensive Lineup for a Variety of Applications

This comprehensive speaker lineup includes three models for front-of-house use, three models for monitoring, and

three sub-woofers. The front-of-house speakers are available with 12 inch, 15 inch, or dual 15 inch woofers, giving

you a range of choices to suit your needs. For monitor speakers you have a choice of 10 inch, 12 inch, or 15 inch

models. The subwoofer lineup has also been expanded and enhanced: in addition to a new 15 inch model, the

previous twin-driver model (15 inch x 2) has been upgraded to an 18 inch × 2 configuration for even more

commanding lows.

An Ideal Match for EMX Series Powered Mixers or P Series Power Amplifiers

The Concert Club V series and Concert Club VC series speakers provide dual phone jacks as well as dual

Speakon™ connectors for input and parallel connection. A high-performance PA system can conveniently be

created simply by connecting a pair of speakers to an EMX series powered mixer using the phone jack outputs on

a box-type model, or the Speakon™ connectors on a console model. When used in conjunction with P series

power amplifiers and an MG series mixing console, you have the flexibility to add monitor speakers and a

subwoofer to create a versatile live sound system. The YSProcessing (Yamaha Speaker Processing) switch

provided on the EMX series powered mixers and P series amplifiers enhances performance with single-woofer

models (S112V, S115V, C112V(A), C115V(A), and monitor models) for even greater sonic impact.

Top-class Parts and Optimized Wood Enclosures

The Concert Club series has achieved worldwide acclaim for its superior sound and durability, becoming a

standard for audio quality and reliability. Painstaking selection of parts and components, optimized wood

enclosures, and a thorough reevaluation of speaker capacity have given the new Concert Club series a robust

sonic presence that takes their performance to a new level. Even as your system changes and expands years

down the road, you can expect the Concert Club series to deliver consistently excellent audio quality.

Classic Design Combines Strength and Sophistication

A classic, unpretentious design makes these speakers virtually timeless. The slightly rounded front grille enhances

both style and durability. The Concert Club V series features a durable exterior with a carpeted surface, and large

metal handles for improved portability. They're designed to endure the rigors of a sound reinforcement system that

will be set up and taken down night after night. The Concert Club VC series features a stylish new appearance

with a front grille that hides the speaker and a spray-finish exterior that can be repainted to blend in with any

décor.
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Features

Built-in Protection

As a much-requested solution to the problem of tweeter destruction that is a regrettably common occurrence in the

equipment and studio rental business, the Concert Club series is provided with a protection circuit that prevents

excessive tweeter input due to acoustic feedback or other causes.
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